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About This Game

This game has an original story as base. This story will take place in a planet called "EggPlanet" in which chickens have
different life styles, and you will advance on story as one of them.

The story will take place in a laboratory of certain government which investigate as egg which is about to explode.

Also you a chicken and the player, will have to complete simple tests(puzzles) as chicken called noisy says.

The Game Features are
・Easy Puzzle And Hidden Story

・Completely original story
・You are A damn Chicken

・30+ levels and additional levels
・Mysterious and fantastic world as base

・Simple Controll
・Beautiful 3D graphics

・Original Arts
・A chicken which can be customized
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Title: Chicken ~Boiled Egg~
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Wolfcrafter321
Publisher:
Wolfcrafter321
Release Date: 18 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 1.7 GHz + Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel (Haswell) HD Graphics P4700

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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As good the first two (actually three) Painkillers were, this one is as bad. It gives the real What-How-Who-Why? feeling.

Pros:
The level design of the first (weird) and the last level (open-wide overbright depressing). Sorry but that\u2019s all!

Cons:
Only 6 levels, but don\u2019t think it will be a short fun thingy, not at all! I nearly played it as much time as the whole Black
Edition! Why? Beacuse five of the levels are sooooooo big that there is enough space for a mediocre RPG\u2019s whole
storytaking. But they are not just big but you don\u2019t even have a clue where to go! The compass that always helped in the
previous games are mostly not working (as it seems they only function near a checkpoint), or it just shows a near health item
(really, it happened to me!).
So the gameplay is: You wander aimlessly in big wide areas or ridiculously hard maze-alikes, sometimes triggering enemy
spawns, fight them then toddle further without any clue what to do. The enemy spawns are randomly placed, no chance to find
them all. On one of these enormous levels to earn a card you have to kill all mobs, of course i missed a quarter of them.
Sometimes you find a checkpoint and you are happy thinking you have found \u2019The Route\u2019, but soon realize there
are more checkpoints when accidentally backtracked because of no directions given and a shortway (again thinking this is
\u2019The Route\u2019) just lead you back there.
Have to mention here that even if it\u2019s a fan made product (like the mighty Overdose), the several clipping and stucking
problems, incomplete areas with missing parts and walk-out-the-map-and-die things are still not acceptable!
The new enemies are ugly, some really amorphous, and extremly unbalanced. Most of them are boring easy and some are. . .
ehhh: One time i walked into an open area and i\u2019ve been presented with a new chaingun enemy, not one but like twenty.
Guess who died . . . 30 times in rapid succession, until i was able to retract somehow with my remaining 4 HP and hide behind a
wagon. It took me 20 minutes to clear the area by picking them one by one and of course it costed me again like 30 deaths as the
guys use perfect aimbot hitscans.
Older Painkillers were famous of that the enemies were in context with the design of the levels and areas they appeared on. In
here absolutely nothing. Everything seems randomly thrown into.
For the record i was able to earn only one card (first level). Yes, I\u2019m a pretty mediocre player but seeing how far i was to
reach other cards\u2019 requirements i say that\u2019s a joke.
Here comes the best part: SUICIDAL ENEMIES. Let\u2019s say this is a very unique feature of this product, as i never saw
this behavior in other FPSs. It must be connected somehow with the messed up checkpoint system that sometimes (not even
rarely) when you approach a new area you see a bunch of puffs meaning the mobs just vaporized themselves. Even better one of
the minibosses (or boss? not sure :P) did this to me, really! I was wandered around half-crying in some Gobi Desert size crater
when i found a hundred meters high door like wall. I was sure a boss is behind it, but could not open it. Hardened by the hours
of playing this game I was a pro at this moment and i knew i have to find some randomly dropped checkpoints to trigger the
opening. So i staggered away to hunt for the little red saviours. Periodically checked back and after a while (an hour or so),
hurray! it was open. Run through it with readied heavy weaponry but i was only greeted by a big puff and a cutscene began.
After it was done i gathered the fair amount of ammunitions around and started shooting at the poor enviroment to lessen my
frustration.
The protagonist is an idiot for sure. As someone (J.Johnson) in an another review pointed out he (the \u2019hero\u2019)
\u201ecalls himself a 'world class killer' blows himself up because he can't read a bus schedule\u201d.
The plot itself is chaotic, the conversations tells nothing besides the antipathy between the protagonist and the bosses (but there
is no why). Normally i would not care but the big pile of other problems just strengthen this as well. BTW I know i did not see
the real ending (again i \u2019only\u2019??!! played at normal) but i have no intention to play this mess again.

2\/10 - Total mess. A wandering for hours FPS.
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(Sorry for my English!). Winner of 2018 "Dead game any%" speedrun. The story in this casual point-and-click adventure won't
wow you, and the hidden-object scenes and puzzle mini-games are quite easy, but the adventuring is nice, varied, and satisfying.

All in all, not a bad game and would be a pleasant, if easy, experience for fans of the genre.. Pretty game with nice locations,
weapons & upgrades.
Game made to challenge you @ ALL levels.
Cool that you can use a controller but i find it tad unresposive, too slow for aiming & BEST played with a KB\/M.
Initially i was gonna get it @ full price but was short on cash.
Game is worth full price but if in need of a drop you definitely can NOT complain @ 5$ or less.
Support this dev team cause i bet you they'll be making more cool stuff.
I give the game about a 75-80\/100 mainly cause it is original & a steal deal if you want something new.I would rate it higher but
ther are a few flaws & seriously, this game is worth every penny ifn ur a penny pincher like me.
. Die hard SLA fans: This is a pretty awesome experience just to see the parshendi and the chasms up close in VR. The chasm
fiend is just as scary in VR as I imagined in the book. I am happy I got this, even if it only takes 15 minutes to beat. I did wait
till this went on sale for $4 and I definitely think that is the best choice if you can wait. I think it is worth it just to support any
dev that will developer Sanderson games, hence why I am going to recommend it.

Anyone else: Don't buy this. It is unpolished, clunky, and definitely not worth the money. There are much better VR games for
the price. Go read The Way of Kings, then you will likely become a Die Hard SLA fan as I listed above. Decide then if this is
worth it to you.. Zombillie is a strange reiteration of Millie the centipede game. It's a mix of pac-man and snake all at once. This
means that you grow as you eat more dots on the level and you die when you hit your own tail or find yourself stuck.
Fortunately, there are special items such as cutting your tail shorter, the ability to turn on oil slick, a siren to go into the wrong
way paths, and more. What is unfortunate is that there are no new items to use compared to the original game Millie. There are
3 main worlds and 32 levels in each 8 of which are mini-games. While the game does not stray far at all from the original
beyond the change of graphics due to the centipede being a zombie centipede in this game, I still found it challenging and
enjoyable. Pick it up if the price is right, this definitely one you will find on sale during Steam's regular sales.
. As many comments said, the Software is unusual. Tutorial Bad. No sufficient help. Without any decent Sounds too that Game
is a real junk. I enjoyed this game, which is basically an 'escape the room' type.
The graphics are good on the eye, there is just enough plot there to motivate you and to hang the scenarios on without boring
you half to death with unecessary story.
Most of the puzzles were detecable and solvable without having to resort to the video walkthrough which makes a pleasant
change. Many puzzle game designers seem to get carried away. Perhaps because they understand the mechanisms they have
designed inside out. They don't necessarily realise that to the player on the receiving end their puzzles are meaningless and
baffling.
Anyway, this one was good, especially at the price. I recommend ot. It's the old 90's type shoot-em-up plane game but instead of
flying 1 directionally up the screen you can go in all directions and of course there are better graphics. However not really my
type of game, not enough depth and the story was so generic it didn't grab me at all.

3.5/10. The game its ok for its price and if you don't mind it being really short its worth a try, but the controls fell ok after
changing an option here and there to suit your personal tastes but the battles are too plain, just complete one objective and you
can ignore everything else, for destroying enemy planes you only have to use the tracking missile since the machine gun its a lot
harder to use and doesn't seem to do anything and the missiles are infinite.
My biggest problem with the game its that I can't have a feeling of distance in it and that really a problem when you have to
attack flying giant ships or things on the groun and you can end in one crash and back to the start which isn't all that of a
problem since the missions are really short.
Its not a bad game its just too short but I would like to see more games from them in the future since it seems really promising
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If you don't like this game, then ♥♥♥♥ you.. I wanted to enjoy this game but I couldn't get past the gameplay. I wanted to
explore the game as a visual experience but the mechanics for exploration and progression are counter-intuitive to this simple
enjoyment. You create platforms just in front of you, using them to touch buttons that allow you to progress. I found myself
staring at these platforms, attempting to manouevre to these stupid buttons instead of taking in the graphical delights around me.
I didn't even finish what is probably a short game.

Honestly, it would have been better if the platform just appeared under you, instead of right in front of you. That way you could
move without having to target the camera at a good place for a platform, allowing you to explore, enjoy the gameplay and, most
improtantly, the psychedelic world. Unfortunate, really.

Unfortunate.. I can't make it out of the burning room and when I do it doesn't even give you any hints to get out, On EASY.
Based on the genre "3 in a row", but with a completely different idea. Our task is to move the jellyfish around the 4x4 field and
protect your kingdom from various predators in every possible way. And it's interesting!. The game is just...

1.6 hours of boring, tedious and cliche prologue, I have really no idea what's afterwards and I don't want to at this point.
Music is mildly forgetable and graphics... well for a 11 pound game it's pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥

Oh and the screenshots you see above? The "full size"?
Prepare to play in a window of that size or have that streched out on full screen.

Only merit is that most lines in the prologue were voiced though I have no idea about the rest of the game.
. They Should Be Ashamed of Themselves.... Before i start, i would like to point out that
the copy of this game was provided by Black Shell Media,

Now, if you want to get an IN-DEPTH look into the game,
Check my Honest Review here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yra_fNA61kk

Game Developed by: LRDGames, Inc.
Published by: Black Shell Media.

Rogue State is a very strategized game, filled with a lot of confusing things..
You really need to get the feeling before you can play this game, in my video i will show you HOW TO NOT!
Play Rogue State, i'm not an expert myself in this game, because i'm not a fan of Strategic games, but hey.. its okay.

Overall my rating for this game is 8/10 for story wise, or gameplay wise, in terms of it being a Point & Click Game.
Still doesn't have a feeling like most point & click games do though.. its still good in any way if you enjoy strategic games.

TLDR: Do you like strategic games?
Then this is the game for you!

Like what you see in my reviews?
Check out my Curator page! - http://store.steampowered.com/curator/5568005/
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